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The paper summarizes the recent achievements in the area of ultrafast fiber lasers mode-locked with so-called low-dimensional nanomaterials: graphene, topological insulators (Bi₂Te₃, Bi₂Se₃, Sb₂Te₃), and transition metal sulfide semiconductors, like molybdenum disulfide (MoS₂). The most important experimental achievements are described and compared. Additionally, new original results on ultrashort pulse generation at 1.94 μm wavelength using graphene are presented. The designed Tm-doped fiber laser utilizes multilayer graphene as a saturable absorber and generates 654 fs pulses at 1940 nm wavelength, which are currently the shortest pulses generated from a Tm-doped fiber laser with a graphene-based saturable absorber. © 2015 Chinese Laser Press

1. INTRODUCTION

Ultrashort pulsed sources of optical radiation in the infrared range are currently on demand for many industrial, military, and medical applications, such as laser micromachining [1], surgery [2], terahertz-wave generation [3], optical imaging [4], or supercontinuum generation [5]. Fiber lasers, thanks to their compactness, cost-effectiveness, and robustness, are excellent candidates for this type of application. In order to force a fiber laser to generate ultrashort pulses, it is necessary to synchronize the phases of the longitudinal modes in the resonator. This might be done in two ways: by placing a saturable absorber (SA) device inside the cavity or by taking advantage of nonlinear effects occurring in optical fibers: nonlinear polarization rotation (NPR) [6,7] or nonlinear amplification loop mirror (the so-called figure-8 configuration [8]). The currently most common and popular SA—semiconductor SA mirror (SESAM), widely used in commercially available systems—is based on quantum wells in semiconductors [9]. It has a very rich, 20-year history and is still developed, especially for thin-disk lasers [10]. However, SESAMs suffer from relatively narrowband operation—due to the energy bandgap in semiconductors, each SESAM needs to be designed for a specific wavelength. Thus, it is not possible to mode-lock lasers operating in different wavelength bands or to synchronize two oscillators using one common SA. Figure-8 and NPR-based lasers tend to be environmentally unstable, are vulnerable to fiber movement, and do not always provide self-starting pulsed operation. All those drawbacks forced the ultrafast laser community to search for new types of SAs, based on novel materials.

In the recent five years, so called two-dimensional (2D) nanomaterials revolutionized the field of mode-locked lasers. A 2D material is often defined as an atomically thin layered material, and its thickness is reduced down to single or only a few layers [11–13]. In such a material, strong intralayer covalent bonding and weak interlayer van der Waals forces are present [14]. In the absence of interlayer perturbation, the electron motion is limited to two dimensions [15], which may lead to many new and unexpected electronic and optical properties. The most popular example of a 2D material is graphene, which is composed of a one-atom-thick layer of carbon forming a 2D honeycomb lattice. Graphene is a fundamental building block of three-dimensional (3D) graphite. Other 2D materials usable in laser technology include topological insulators (TIs; Bi₂Te₃, Bi₂Se₃, Sb₂Te₃) and transition metal sulfide semiconductors, like molybdenum disulfide (MoS₂). The growing interest in novel 2D materials started in 2009, when the groups from Singapore and United Kingdom independently developed the first graphene-based fiber lasers [16,17]. In the next five years, hundreds of new laser setups were reported in the literature, utilizing not only graphene but also TIs and recently transition metal sulfides. The field of fiber lasers has experienced an unprecedented and very fast progress, leading to many outstanding achievements.

In this paper, the most important recent achievements in the field of fiber lasers incorporating 2D materials are summarized. Additionally, original results on ultrashort pulse generation at 1.9 μm using multilayer graphene are presented.

2. SATURABLE ABSORBERS BASED ON 2D NANOMATERIALS

2D nanomaterials are currently intensively investigated among the applied physics and photonics community. The most important materials that might be used as SAs for mode-locked fiber lasers include carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene, TIs (Bi₂Te₃, Bi₂Se₃, Sb₂Te₃), and transition metal sulfide semiconductors such as MoS₂ or tungsten disulfide...
(WS₂) [18]. Mode-locking of fiber lasers using all those materials has been already reported in the literature. A typical SA is characterized by three basic parameters: modulation depth ($\alpha_0$), saturation intensity ($I_{sat}$), and nonsaturable losses ($\alpha_{NS}$). All those parameters are bound with a simple formula, which describes the power-dependent absorption $a(I)$ of a SA [19]:

$$a(I) = \frac{\alpha_0}{1 + \frac{I}{I_{sat}}} + \alpha_{NS}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The parameters of SAs operating as transmission devices (not reflecting, that is, SESAMs) might be measured in two ways. For free-space coupled absorbers (e.g., graphene deposited on a glass window) a typical Z-scan setup might be used. It is schematically drawn in Fig. 1. A pulsed laser (femto- or picosecond) is used as a pumping source. The pumping light is divided into two beams: the reference and the measurement beam. Usually the greater part of the power is directed to the SA. The sample is moved in the z-axis along the waist of the beam, which changes the light intensity per unit area. The dual-channel power meter measures the power in both arms.

For fiber-based devices (e.g., graphene deposited on a fiber connector) the typical measurement setup looks like that depicted in Fig. 2. Again, a femtosecond/picosecond laser is used as pumping source. However, here the setup is fully fiberized. The power is changed using a variable optical attenuator. A typical fiber coupler splits the power between the reference and measurement arm. Again, the greater part of the power traverses through the SA. At the end, the power in both arms is measured by the dual-channel power meter.

There are several techniques of fabricating SAs based on nanomaterials and making them suitable for use in a fiber laser. The most popular approaches are schematically explained in Fig. 3. The material might be deposited on glass plates [Fig. 3(a)], on a fiber connector end facet [Fig. 3(b)], on a tapered optical fiber [Fig. 3(c)], or on the surface of a side-polished fiber [Fig. 3(d)].

3. TOPOLOGICAL INSULATORS AS SATURABLE ABSORBERS FOR FIBER LASERS

A TI is a material which is characterized by an insulating bulk state and a Dirac-type surface state. The existence of this new state of quantum matter was predicted theoretically in 2005 [20] and verified experimentally in 2007, when surface metallic states were observed in HgTe/CdTe quantum wells broader than 6.5 nm [21]. Up till now, tens of different TIs were identified [22]. Due to their graphene-like energy bandgap structure with characteristic Dirac cones, TIs (which were up till now investigated) exhibit a very broad and relatively flat light absorption [23]. Three of them have found very much attention in the photonics community: Bi₂Te₃, Bi₂Se₃, and Sb₂Te₃. For those materials, the carrier recombination mechanism was already investigated [23–26], using time-resolved and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy.

The first ultrafast fiber laser incorporating a TI was demonstrated in 2012 by Zhao et al. [27]. The laser was incorporating a Bi₂Te₃-based SA and emitted 1.21 ps pulses at 1558 nm. The measurements also revealed a very high modulation depth of the used TI and broad, flat absorption in the range of 1000 to 1800 nm [27]. Further studies on the third-order nonlinear properties of Bi₂Te₃ performed by the same group revealed that the material might exhibit modulation depth up to 61.2% and possesses a very high third-order nonlinear refractive index, at the level of $10^{-14}$ m²/W [28]. After the first demonstration, a number of reports on TI-based fiber lasers appeared. The most prominent and important include: the first demonstration of a Bi₂Se₃-based fiber laser [29], the first
demonstration of harmonic mode-locking with Bi$_2$Te$_3$ [30], first demonstration of the usage of Sb$_2$Te$_3$ TI for mode-locking [31], harmonic mode-locking with Sb$_2$Te$_3$ [32], development of TI-polymer composites [33], and many others.

High quality TI films can be obtained by molecular beam epitaxy growth [24], vapor-liquid-solid growth [35], mechanical exfoliation of thin sheets from bulk crystals [36], or liquid phase exfoliation (LPE), forming solutions with TI sheets dispersed in solvents, like acetone or isopropyl alcohol [27,29] or polymers, like polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [33].

The historically first Er-doped fiber lasers based on Bi$_2$Te$_3$ and Bi$_2$Se$_3$ incorporated a quartz plate with deposited thin TI layer (droplet of a TI liquid solution and dried) [27,29]. Such a plate was inserted into the cavity as a free-space SA, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). In both reports the absorbers were characterized by almost 98% of modulation depth. They supported generation of 1.21 ps-short solitons at 1558 nm [27], and also solitons tunable from 1557 to 1565 nm with 1.57 ps duration [29]. Probably the most popular approach is to deposit a thin TI layer on the end facet of a fiber connector [31,33,37]. This method is also widely used with other SA materials, like CNTs and graphene. The material might be either mechanically exfoliated [31] or deposited from liquid phase and dried [33]. Liu et al. [33] reported fabrication of a Bi$_2$Se$_3$-PVA composite, which was next placed on a fiber connector tip. The TI-PVA SA exhibited modulation depth at the level of 3.9% and saturation intensity of 12 MW/cm$^2$, and supported mode-locking with 690 fs pulses at 1557 nm [33]. In [37] the authors report a mechanically exfoliated Bi$_2$Te$_3$ SA with 3% of modulation depth, which supported generation of 403 fs pulses. In 2013, Sotor et al. [31] demonstrated, for the first time, the usage of Sb$_2$Te$_3$ TI as SA for mode-locking. The developed laser was capable of generating 1.8 ps-short pulses at repetition rate of 4.75 MHz.

Recently, an evanescent field interaction technique was also applied to TIs. In this approach, the material is deposited either on a tapered fiber or on a side-polished fiber [Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]. The saturable absorption is based on the interaction between the material and the evanescent field propagating in the cladding of the fiber. This approach seems to be more robust and reliable in comparison to end-face deposition because of a higher damage threshold [38,39]. This technique led already to many impressive results. As an example, Lee et al. demonstrated an Er-doped fiber laser emitting 600 fs pulses with a SA based on a bulk structured Bi$_2$Te$_3$ placed on a side-polished (D-shaped) fiber [40]. The same group of authors reported 795 fs pulse generation at 1935 nm from a Tm/Ho-doped fiber laser using a similar SA for mode-locking, but with slightly larger modulation depth (20%) [41]. Instead of a bulk material, also TI-dispersions might be used to cover a side-polished fiber or a tapered fiber. Recently, Boguslawski et al. demonstrated a SA based on LPE Sb$_2$Te$_3$, dispersed in chitosan solution, deposited on a side-polished fiber. The Er-doped fiber laser emitted 448 fs pulses at 22 MHz repetition rate [42]. In order to take advantage from the evanescent field propagating in the cladding, also microfibers (tapered fibers) might be used. As an example, Luo et al. [30] developed a fiber which was tapered down to 12 μm and covered with Bi$_2$Te$_3$ nanosheets dispersed in acetone solution. The modulation depth of the SA was relatively low (at the level of 1.7%); thus the laser favored a harmonic mode-locking regime. In the experiment, a repetition rate of 2 GHz could be achieved. The same group of authors also used a similar SA for dual-wavelength mode-locking of an Er-doped fiber laser [43].

Up till now, the shortest pulse ever generated from a fiber laser incorporating a TI is 128 fs and was achieved from a dispersion-managed Er-doped fiber laser with Sb$_2$Te$_3$ [39]. The SA was based on a side-polished (D-shaped) optical fiber. A bulk piece of Sb$_2$Te$_3$ was placed on the polished region with the presence of low-refractive-index polymer. In this case, there was no need to exfoliate the material and achieve thin layers, because the evanescent field interacts only with the surface of the bulk crystal. Such a prepared SA exhibits a modulation depth at the level of 6%, with nonsaturable losses at the level of 43% and saturation intensity of 31 MW/cm$^2$. Those parameters make this device suitable for mode-locking in an Er-doped fiber laser. The laser generated a very broad spectrum (almost 70 nm considering a 10 dB bandwidth) and output pulses at the level of 128 fs after dechirping.

The method of depositing a bulk piece of material on a side-polished fiber presented in [39] also enables observation of other mode-locking regimes, depending on the cavity dispersion. Besides stretched-pulse operation, also solitons (in all-anomalous dispersion) and dissipative solitons (all-normal dispersion) might be observed [44,45]. The parameters of all fundamentally mode-locked fiber lasers with TI-based SAs are summarized in Table 1.

4. TRANSITION METAL SULFIDES AS SATURABLE ABSORBERS

The group of transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) contains about 60 different compounds, and about 60% of them are characterized by a layered structure [46]. Those materials were already investigated very strongly in the late 1960s [47]. The rapid growth of graphene science has renewed the general interest in TMDCs. Materials as such as MoS$_2$, MoSe$_2$, WS$_2$, and WSe$_2$ have found great interest in the applied physics community, since they allow applications as transistors, photodetectors, and optoelectronic devices [48]. Mode-locking in fiber lasers using one of the TMDCs, namely MoS$_2$, is unquestionably one of the most important recent achievements in laser technology. This material is characterized by a layered structure, similar to that in graphite/graphene. Thus, it can be even mechanically exfoliated to obtain single layers. Nonlinear optical properties, like saturable absorption and nonlinear refractive index, in MoS$_2$ nanosheets were investigated in 2013 [14]. The experiments performed by Wang et al. have revealed that a MoS$_2$ dispersion might change its transmission by about 10% under high-intensity pulsed excitation. Less than one year after that discovery, the first application of MoS$_2$ as a SA was presented by Zhang et al. [15]. The presented Yb-doped fiber laser was mode-locked with MoS$_2$ nanosheets dispersed via LPE and deposited on a fiber connector. Due to the all-normal cavity design, the laser generated chirped dissipative solitons with 2.7 nm FWHM at 1054 nm central wavelength. The same group of authors has demonstrated femtosecond pulse generation from an Er-doped fiber laser mode-locked with a PVA-based MoS$_2$ SA [49]. The laser generated 710 fs pulses centered at 1569.5 nm wavelength with a repetition rate of 12.09 MHz. Wavelength-tunable operation of a MoS$_2$-based fiber laser
in a very broad spectral range was reported by Zhang et al. [50]. The demonstrated laser utilized a PVA-MoS₂ SA and enabled continuous tuning from 1535 to 1565 nm. Those experiments prove wideband operation of MoS₂ as SA. MoS₂ is also suitable for use in combination with tapered fibers (microfibers). Du et al. demonstrated an Yb-doped fiber laser which generated dissipative solitons at 1042.6 nm with pulse duration of 656 ps and a repetition rate of 6.74 MHz [51]. Recently, also harmonic mode-locking at 1.56 μm was demonstrated in a fiber laser incorporating a microfiber-based MoS₂ SA [52]. Repetition rates up to 2.5 GHz (corresponding to the 369th harmonic of the fundamental mode spacing) could be achieved. Summarizing, MoS₂ SAs have proven their usability for mode-locking of fiber lasers operating at different wavelengths from 1 to 1.56 μm, including harmonic mode-locking, dissipative soliton generation, and continuously tunable operation. It can be predicted that in the next years MoS₂-based devices will exhibit comparable performance to graphene- or TI-based SAs.

5. GRAPHENE-BASED FIBER LASERS

Graphene gained such huge interest from scientists working in the field of ultrafast lasers due to its unique optical properties. The pump-probe measurements revealed that graphene is characterized by a fast relaxation transient in the 70–150 fs range, followed by a slower relaxation process in the 0.5–2.0 ps range [53,54]. The saturable absorption properties of graphene were also measured using the techniques described in Section 2. Typically, a single layer of graphene absorbs 2.3% of incident low-intensity light in a very broad spectrum of wavelengths [55]. Some part of this absorption might be saturated when the incident intensity is increased. However, the modulation depth of graphene is wavelength-dependent and has typical values between 0.5% and 1.8% per layer. Table 2 summarizes the parameters of monolayer graphene measured at different wavelengths: the modulation depth (ΔT), nonsaturable losses (αNS), saturation fluence (F_sat), and the slow relaxation time (τF).

Such low modulation depth at wavelengths around 1.5 μm is not always sufficient to start mode-locking in a fiber laser. Thus, it is usually necessary to increase the number of layers, which results in increased modulation depth and nonsaturable losses. Most of the actual state-of-art graphene-based lasers operate using multilayer graphene [60–62].

Graphene suitable for mode-locking of fiber lasers might be produced using several methods. The most common include: epitaxial growth via chemical vapor deposition (CVD), LPE, and mechanical exfoliation. The CVD technique allows obtaining high quality graphene with a precisely controlled number of layers, starting from monolayer (grown on SiC [63] or Cu substrates [64]) up to multilayer (on Ni foils [65,66]). Graphene might be afterwards transferred onto mirrors [67], glass windows [68], or fiber connectors [69] with the use of polymer support, such as poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and serve as a mode-locker.

The most popular and common technology of fabricating a graphene-based SA is based on fiber connectors [Fig. 3(b)]. For this purpose, LPE graphene is mainly used. Chemical functionalization offers a variety of solvents, in which the graphene flakes may be dispersed, such as dimethylformamide (DMF) [70]. Such solutions can be afterwards mixed with polymers, forming stable and thin composites which also may be deposited on fiber connectors [60,62]. Recently, a new solvent for graphene has been proposed, namely chitosan [71]. The main advantage of chitosan, in contrast to many other available solvents, is biocompatibility and atoxicity. It might be used as an exfoliating and stabilizing compound. Safety of usage and relatively low cost make chitosan an interesting material for photonics applications. Long chains of chitosan enable separating graphene layers and prevent them from reagglomeration after exfoliation of graphite. This polysaccharide is stable under the operating conditions of fiber lasers and provides good distribution of the sheets on the fiber surface. The usage of a graphene/chitosan composite allows us to obtain the shortest pulses ever generated from a fiber laser incorporating a graphene SA: 168 fs from an Er-doped fiber laser at 1555 nm [71].

The main and undisputed advantage of graphene over other narrowband SAs, like SESAM, is its extremely broad operation bandwidth. This unique property of graphene might lead to many novel concepts, like dual-band fiber lasers.

### Table 1. Summary of the Reported Fundamentally Mode-Locked Fiber Lasers with TI-Based SAs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>λ&lt;sub&gt;center&lt;/sub&gt; [nm]</th>
<th>Δλ&lt;sub&gt;FWHM&lt;/sub&gt; [nm]</th>
<th>τ&lt;sub&gt;pulse&lt;/sub&gt; [fs]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. [27]</td>
<td>Free-space coupled, Bi₂Te₃ on quartz (LPE)</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>1210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhao et al. [29]</td>
<td>Free-space coupled, Bi₂Se₃ on quartz (LPE)</td>
<td>1564</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>1570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luo et al. [30]</td>
<td>Bi₂Te₃ (LPE in acetone) on microfiber</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee et al. [40]</td>
<td>Bulk Bi₂Te₃ deposited on D-shaped fiber</td>
<td>1547</td>
<td>4.63</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jung et al. [41]</td>
<td>Bulk Bi₂Te₃ deposited on D-shaped fiber</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. [33]</td>
<td>Bi₂Se₃/PVA composite on fiber connector</td>
<td>1557</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lin et al. [37]</td>
<td>Mech. exfoliated Bi₂Te₃ on fiber connector</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>6.86</td>
<td>403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotor et al. [31]</td>
<td>Mech. exfoliated Sb₂Te₃ on fiber connector</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotor et al. [39]</td>
<td>Bulk Sb₂Te₃ deposited on D-shaped fiber</td>
<td>1565</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boguslawski et al. [42]</td>
<td>Sb₂Te₃ (LPE) on D-shaped fiber</td>
<td>1556</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>449</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotor et al. [44]</td>
<td>Bulk Sb₂Te₃ deposited on D-shaped fiber</td>
<td>1561</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sotor et al. [32]</td>
<td>Mech. exfoliated Sb₂Te₃ on fiber connector</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>1.59</td>
<td>1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu et al. [43]</td>
<td>Bi₂Te₃ (LPE in acetone) on microfiber</td>
<td>1558</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Summary of the Reported Saturable Absorption Parameters of Monolayer Graphene

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>λ [nm]</th>
<th>r_g [ps]</th>
<th>ΔT [%]</th>
<th>α&lt;sub&gt;NS&lt;/sub&gt; [%]</th>
<th>F&lt;sub&gt;sat&lt;/sub&gt;[μJ/cm²]</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td>1.47</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.9</td>
<td>66.5</td>
<td>[56]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1040</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1250</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>1.61</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>[62]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>[60]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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mode-locked with one common SA. In [72] Sotor et al. demonstrated an all-fiber Tm- and Er-doped fiber laser, simultaneously mode-locked with one common SA, that generated ultrashort pulses at wavelengths separated by almost 400 nm. The laser consisted of two ring resonators with one common branch, containing also the graphene-based SA. The laser generated optical solitons at 1565 and 1944 nm. This was the first experimental confirmation of the broadband saturable absorption property of graphene. This achievement led to another interesting experiment, where both loops were passively synchronized [73]. The graphene-SA supported simultaneous generation of synchronized ultrashort pulses at 1558 and 1938 nm with 67 fs of RMS timing jitter. It was also confirmed that the nonlinearities of graphene enhance the possibility of passive synchronization of both lasers, extending the synchronization holding range by 85% [73].

### A. Graphene-Based Tm-Doped Fiber Lasers

Fiber lasers operating in the 2 μm spectral region are currently one of the most important branches of laser technology. They are experiencing intense development due to their importance in many scientific applications, such as remote sensing, spectroscopy, and medicine. The 1.8–2.0 μm spectral range, covered by thulium-doped fiber lasers (TDFLs), overlaps with absorption lines of several molecules, such as carbon dioxide (CO2) or hydrogen bromide (HBr), which creates the possibility of constructing cost-effective trace-gas sensing platforms [74]. Strong water absorption in this range makes TDFLs extremely desirable in biomedical applications. Due to strong absorption in water (which is the main constituent of the human body), heating of only small areas is achieved. The light penetration into the tissue is at the level of micrometers, which allows precise cutting of biological tissue. Additionally, bleeding is suppressed by coagulation [75].

Interestingly, to date there have been only three reports on TDFLs incorporating a graphene-based SA. The first demonstration was done by Zhang et al. in 2012 [76]. The authors have achieved 3.6 ps pulses at 1.94 μm using chemically exfoliated graphene (via the LPE method) dispersed in a PVA host. Later, Wang et al. demonstrated a TDFL emitting 2.1 ps pulses [77]. This laser was also utilizing graphene exfoliated by an ultrasonic method; however, in this case the layers were dispersed in DMF. In 2013 our group reported an all-fiber TDFL which generated 1.2 ps pulses at 1884 nm, using a CVD-graphene/PMMA composite [78]. Table 3 summarizes the recent achievements in Tm-doped graphene-based lasers.

The CVD method of obtaining graphene layers is very convenient for laser applications, since it allows scaling the number of graphene layers on one substrate [65]. Stacking of graphene layers on one PMMA supporting layer allows scaling the modulation depth and nonsaturable losses of the SA and might lead to very interesting results. Figure 4 shows the experimental setup of a TDFL based on a CVD-graphene/PMMA SA. The resonator consists of a 10 cm piece of Tm-doped fiber (Nufern SM-TSF-5/125) with high dopant concentration, a filter-type wavelength division multiplexer for 1570/2000 nm wavelengths, an isolator, a polarization controller, a 20% output coupler, and the SA. The laser was pumped by a 1566 nm laser diode, amplified in an erbium–ytterbium co-doped fiber amplifier (EYDFA) to about 340 mW. The length of the cavity was around 5.3 m, resulting in a repetition frequency equal to 38.45 MHz.

As a SA, we have used a stack of 21 graphene layers immersed in a PMMA supporting layer. A piece of graphene/PMMA foil was deposited on the end facet of a fiber connector [as shown in Fig. 3(b)]. Such SA exhibits 5.5% of modulation depth with less than 31% of nonsaturable losses. Figure 5 shows the measured power-dependent transmission curve in a setup like that presented in Fig. 2, together with a theoretical fit calculated from Eq. (1). It can be seen, that the saturation fluence of the SA \( I_{sat} \) in Eq. (1), defined as the half value of the modulation depth, is around 100 μJ/cm².

Figure 6 shows the recorded optical spectrum generated by the laser. It has a typical soliton-like shape with visible

### Table 3. Summary of the Reported TDFLs with Graphene SA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>SA Type</th>
<th>( \lambda_{center} ) [nm]</th>
<th>( \Delta \lambda_{FWHM} ) [nm]</th>
<th>( \tau_{pulse} ) [ps]</th>
<th>( f_{rep} ) [MHz]</th>
<th>( P_{out} ) [mW]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. [76]</td>
<td>LPE (PVA)</td>
<td>1942</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>6.46</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. [77]</td>
<td>LPE (DMF)</td>
<td>1953</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>16.94</td>
<td>1.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sobon et al. [78]</td>
<td>CVD (PMMA)</td>
<td>1884</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Image 323x77 to 541x228](Image)

Fig. 4. Experimental setup of the TDFL with CVD-graphene/PMMA SA.

![Image 333x501 to 531x645](Image)

Fig. 5. Measured power-dependent transmission of the 21-layer graphene (dotted line) together with the theoretical fit (solid red line).
Kelly’s sidebands. The central wavelength of the emission is 1939.6 nm with 6.8 nm of FWHM bandwidth. Several dips present on the optical spectrum are caused by strong water absorption in that spectral region.

Figure 7 depicts the measured radio-frequency (RF) spectrum of the laser output. The repetition frequency is equal to 38.45 MHz, corresponding to a 5.3 m long cavity. The signal to noise ratio is larger than 77 dB (measured at resolution bandwidth of 33 Hz), which is very satisfactory and much better than in previously reported graphene-based 2 μm lasers [76,77]. The RF spectrum in the full available span (3 GHz) is shown inset Fig. 7. It shows a broad spectrum of harmonics, indicating that the laser works stably.

The laser generates 654 fs pulses (assuming a sech² shape, typical for soliton lasers in the all-anomalous dispersion regime). The measured autocorrelation trace is depicted in Fig. 8. The time-bandwidth product of the laser is equal to 0.354, which means that the pulses are slightly chirped and might be shortened closer to the transform-limited value of 581 fs by compensating the dispersion at the laser output. The 654 fs pulses are currently the shortest pulses ever generated from a graphene-based, TDFL, almost two times shorter than the actual record (1.2 ps in [78]).

6. SUMMARY
In conclusion, the recent most important advances in the field of ultrafast lasers utilizing 2D materials has been summarized. We can definitely say that 2D materials like graphene, TIs, and transition metal sulfides have revolutionized the field of mode-locked lasers. They constitute a low-cost and robust alternative to semiconductor-based and artificial SAs. The discovery of unique optical properties of 2D nanomaterials has initiated an extremely fast progress in the field of fiber lasers, which definitely will not slow down in the next years, thanks to the ongoing research on novel nanomaterials.
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